Dear Parents

The school has decided to introduce a third language (French/ Sanskrit) in Class IV so as to acclimatize our children to the CBSE’s three language formula. The vocabulary will be introduced in Class IV and there will be no formal testing (no FAs or Unit Tests) for the language. The assessment will be only in the form of oral/ class tests and the result will not be considered for calculation of overall CGPA/ Percentage of students at the end of the academic year.

You are requested to clearly state your option for the Third Language to be pursued by your child in the next class (2018-19) and submit the preference slip latest by Monday, February 12th, 2018 to the Class Teacher.

Kind Regards

Shalini Bajaj
Head of the School

PREFERENCE SLIP FOR THIRD LANGUAGE

I, ____________________________ Mother /Father / Guardian of ____________________________ studying in Class _________ Sec. _________ would like my child to opt for ____________ as the third language in Class IV.

Parent’s signature ____________________________ Date: ____________________________